W D Wilson Prize

**Code:** P795  
**Faculty:** Creative Arts & Industries  
**Applicable study:** Part III of BAS  
**Closing date:** By nomination  
**Tenure:** Prize  
**For:** Prize  
**Number on offer:** One  
**Offer rate:** Annually  
**Value:** $200

**Description**

This Prize was established in 1968 by Elisabeth Wilson to commemorate the work of her husband William Douglas Wilson as an architect and teacher of architects.

**Selection process**

- Nomination is made to the Scholarships Office
- The award shall be made by the University of Auckland Council upon the recommendation of the Head of the School of Architecture and Planning

**Regulations**

1. The Prize will be known as the W D Wilson Prize.
2. The value of the Prize will be $200 to be used for the purchase of books.
3. The Prize will be awarded annually, subject to regulation 6, to the student who has made the most worthwhile contribution during the programme for Part III of the degree of Bachelor of Architectural Studies by his or her involvement in studio work and student affairs.
4. The award shall be made by the University of Auckland Council upon the recommendation of the Head of the School of Architecture and Planning. The Dean shall consult the studio staff in making a recommendation.
5. The Prize will not be available to the holder of the Vernon Brown Memorial Award.
6. The University of Auckland Council will not be bound to award the Prize in any year if there is no candidate of sufficient merit.
7. In the event of a tie, the Head of the School of Architecture and Planning shall determine if the Prize may be shared.
8. The University of Auckland Council has the power to amend or vary these regulations provided that there is no departure from the main purpose of the Prize.